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Questions to be Answered:

1. How is the esports industry connected to the global video game industry?
2. What are the most popular genres of video games in esports?
3. Which game developers/publishers are producing the most successful esports games?
4. Why are indie games the key to the future of esports?

Introduction

Electronic Sports

Field Hockey. Cricket. Ping-Pong. There are over 800 different sports played around the world1,
and while they all differ in their various formats, they all share one core concept: competition.
Several of those sports, like Basketball and Baseball, are organized into national leagues
(National Basketball Association and Major League Baseball, respectively). In some cases,
sports are even organized for international competitions, like the Olympics and the FIFA World
Cup. In many ways, esports is a digital copy of the traditional sports industry. Video games have
the same variety of gameplay experiences as physical games, and similar league/tournament
structures too.

Thanks to the recent success of popular games like Fortnite, esports has quickly become the
fastest growing segment of the gaming industry. In the United States, esports viewership is
projected to exceed all other professional sports leagues except the NFL by the end of 20212.
The explosive growth of esports has even inspired some professional sports leagues to “get in the
game”. NBA’s 2019 season 2K League currently has 22 teams across the United States, with
more expansions planned for the 2020 season3. Ironically, though esports is one of the most
visible segments of the global gaming industry, it’s also one of the smallest.

This chapter provides better context for how esports fits into, and is influenced by, the $140B
gaming industry. It also describes the most popular game genres in the market, as well as some



new genres that are on the rise. From there, it covers the top 10 esports of 2018/2019, and the
gaming companies that create them. Finally, we look into the future of esports, with a bold
prediction that independent video games (i.e. indie games) are how esports will go mainstream.
As a bonus, I recommend a couple indie games that have strong esports potential, and share an
interview I did with the Managing Director of a €30M global esports fund.

Esports, and the Gaming Industry

The global esports industry is projected to exceed $1 billion by the end of 20194. That’s a
monumental milestone, considering the first official video game competition happened in 1972,
on Stanford’s campus5. It’s gradually built up momentum over the last 40 years and now the
esports industry is exploding. All of that growth is certainly impressive in its own right, but you
may be surprised to learn that the $1 billion milestone is just the tip of the iceberg. What’s really
exciting, is the larger opportunity that’s floating just beneath the surface.

$152 billion: that’s the estimated market size that the global video game industry will reach in
2019. It’s larger than the film and music industries, COMBINED6. At its current pace, the
gaming industry is projected to grow another $40 billion in 18 months, to $180 billion by
2021(60% of that $180B will be from mobile games)7. It may seem crazy at first, but until you
consider that there are more than 2.5 billion people around the world that play video games8,



which means that more than ⅓ of the world are gamers. In fact, there are even more gamers
worldwide, than there are people who have a Facebook account.

Those are all great numbers to throw around, but why are they important, and (more importantly)
what do they mean for you? If you want to make an investment or career in esports, you may
want to go get a highlighter lol. Trends in the larger gaming industry influence the smaller
esports market, so you should study the larger industry to identify new genres and other trends
that will impact esports in the future. Also, contrary to conventional wisdom, indie games are
the key to esports going mainstream. More on both of those insights below.

The Most Popular Genres in Esports

So you want to “git gud” at esports - check the definition in the glossary below - but you don’t
know your Fortnites from your PUBGs (fun fact: both of those games are partially owned by
China-based Tencent, the largest gaming company in the world, and eighth largest company in
the world). You’re in luck! Esportsbets ranks the most popular esports titles, by game and genre.
A couple of caveats: they determine their “most popular” by the highest amounts of prize money
awarded, and (as the time of this writing) they don’t have info from new tournaments like
Fortnite’s 30M World Cup in August 2019. I encourage you to visit their site, to drill down into
the awesome statistics8 they’ve provided. In the meantime, I’ll save you a few clicks, and
summarize info on the top 6 esports genres.



Number one on the list of most popular esports genres is MOBA, short for Multiplayer Online
Battle Arena. The MOBA genre includes games like League of Legends, and has awarded over
$201 million dollars in prize money (according to Esportsbets.com). Next in the top 6 list of
esports genres is First Person Shooters, more casually known as FPS. The FPS genre has
collectively awarded $77 million dollars in prize money, from popular franchises like Call of
Duty and Counter Strike. Real Time Strategy games, also known as RTS, take 3rd place in
esports popularity. The RTS genre has awarded over $37 million dollars in prize money, with
franchises like Starcraft and Warcraft.

From the perspective of prize money awarded, the second half of this list has some room for
growth. The fourth most popular genre is Fighting Games, which includes the Super Smash
Bros. franchise, and has awarded $5.9 million dollars in prize money. Immediately behind the
Fighting Games genre, the Sports genre ranks fifth at $5.8 million dollars in prize money
awarded. The Sports Games genre includes the digital versions of professional sports leagues,
like Madden’s digital twin of the NFL, but also includes interesting remixes like Rocket
League’s take on soccer. Last, but not least, is the Racing Games genre with $1.8 million dollars
in prize money awarded. While NASCAR is a professional sport and has its own game, it seems
that racing has its own genre, because the other titles listed in it (like Forza) are either fantasy or
simulation games. While on the surface, it may seem that Shooting Games are the only types of
games in esports, there are many exciting genres for gamers/investors/brands to get involved.

Who Makes the Best Esports Games?

TL;DR Tencent makes the best esports games. Earlier in this chapter, I mentioned that Fortnite
and PUBG were both partially owned by Tencent. Frankly, as the world’s largest gaming
company10, there isn’t much in the gaming industry that Tencent doesn’t have any investment in.
Tencent’s esports portfolio includes Epic Games (Fortnite), Ubisoft (Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six
Siege), Activision-Blizzard (Call of Duty, Overwatch, Hearthstone), Riot Games (League of
Legends), Bluehole Studios (PUBG), and Supercell (Clash of Clans). To be fair, Tencent is more
so the money indirectly behind these games, instead of the people directly behind them.
Tencent’s investment portfolio excluded, there are several other great companies creating the
games that drive esports.



The Esports Observer is the world’s leading source for esports business news and insights. On
July 4th of 2019, they published an article with the above image, ranking the top 10 esports titles
by total prize pool. You may have noticed that the 1st, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th games from the
above list are all created by game companies in Tencent’s investment portfolio, that I mentioned
in the previous paragraph. That said, the other 40% of the games in that list are from companies
you should definitely keep a close eye on.

The 2nd place game in that list is Counter Strike: Global Offensive (aka CS:GO), from Valve.
Outside of China, Valve’s “Steam” app is the world’s largest e-commerce and distribution
platform for PC games; if you or someone you know has played a computer game on Windows
since 2003, it was most likely with the Steam app. Ironically, Valve also develops and publishes
DOTA 2, which is 3rd place on that list. The 9th place game, Magic the Gathering, is developed
and published by Wizards of the Coast (the same company that produced the original trading
card game in 1993). While soccer game FIFA is at the bottom of the list at 10th place, don’t be
so quick to dismiss their publisher, Electronic Arts. EA also produces video games for many of
America’s favorite sport leagues: NFL (Madden), NBA (NBA Live), NHL, and UFC. By 2021,
esports viewership in the United States is expected to surpass all traditional sports leagues except



the NFL11, so you can expect those leagues to quickly ramp up their esports efforts. These large
gaming companies are setting a strong foundation for esports, but it’s the smaller gaming
companies that will help esports go mainstream.

Indie Games: The Future of Esports?

While I enjoy esports, I’m most excited for indie games, and the incredible potential both have
to help each other grow. Nearly 75% of all games on the PC gaming site Steam, the world’s
largest e-commerce/distribution platform outside of China, are created by independent game
developers12. That includes esports hits like Rocket League and PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds
(PUBG). Speaking candidly, it’s likely that more than 75% of ALL video games are created by
independent game developers, but the PC ecosystem is the only one that provides free access to
that data haha. Unfortunately, because game discovery has been broken for over 30 years, indie
games only make 2% of the global gaming industry’s revenue.

If it looks like nobody is playing indie games, based solely on revenue, then how can they be the
future of esports? It seems counter-intuitive at first, maybe even a little crazy, but I’m sure you’ll
agree with the logic here. While AAA game studios are more driven by creating concepts that
have mass-market appeal, indie devs are more driven by creating niche, novel gameplay
experiences. It’s that focus on novelty, that inspired an indie dev team to create a soccer game
that you play with rocket-powered RC cars: indie studio Psyonix’s Rocket League was born.
Fun fact, Electronic Arts created the “EA Originals” indie game publishing program “to find the
next Rocket League”; ironically, the Rocket League team had actually pitched their concept to
EA in the past, and EA turned it down 13.

Speaking of the creativity of indie games, and their massive potential for esports, did you see
that an indie studio named “GIANTS Software” made a farming simulator game? It’s called -
you guessed it - Farming Simulator. That’s another great example of a niche game concept,
which most AAA studios would normally ignore. In fact, the Farming Simulator indie game was
such a hit, that they’ve launched their own esports league. Global farming equipment
manufacturer John Deere recently joined as a sponsor of Farming Simulator’s first esports
tournament14.

We can even thank indie games, for the entire “Battle Royale” trend. PlayerUnkown’s
Battlegrounds (PUBG) was created by Bluehole Studios, an indie studio in South Korea. The
Bluehole Studios team paid Epic Games to enhance the Unreal Engine game development
engine, so that it could create a game that supported 100 players. Epic Games saw so much
potential in Bluehole Studios’ game concept, that “it inspired them” to apply it to a
poorly-performing tower defense game. You and the rest of the world now know that game as



Fortnite, and the rest is history (including the lawsuit15; don’t forget that Tencent partly-owns
both).

As you can see, by the sheer volume of games produced by indie devs, it’s only logical that the
majority of esports titles will naturally be indie games. That covers the supply side of the esports
equation, but what about the demand? Think about how many people in your family played
video games, because Nintendo made them accessible via the Wii, WiiU, and/or Switch.
Nintendo showed that family-friendly video games can appeal to people of any age. Compare
that to the typical parent’s sentiment about more mature games like Mortal Kombat and Call of
Duty. Now, consider the political climate and public opinion related to violent video games (it’s
my professional obligation to enlighten you, that research indicates there is NO statistically
significant link between violent video games and gun violence). In speaking with multiple
universities about esports events, I can confirm from first-hand experience, their apprehension of
being associated with any games that involve guns or contain mature rated content. That impacts
50% of the top 10 esports games of 2019.

The massive opportunity for esports and indie games, is how they complement each other.
Esports brings massive visibility to games, but needs creative and family-friendly games to reach
a broader audience. Indie games deliver novel experiences, and even create new gameplay
genres in some cases, but are in dire need of more visibility to larger audiences. Together, indie



games make esports more accessible to family and schools, while esports delivers the
mainstream exposure that indie games need to succeed with AAA games from publicly-traded
video game companies. Don’t be surprised when a clever entrepreneur finds a way to combine
the best of both worlds: esports and indie games. In the meantime, keep an eye out for indie
games like Rift of Raigard, from the Dun Rite Games16 indie studio in San Diego; you’ll be
seeing big things from them soon.

<Practitioner Interview: Dave Martin, Managing Director of €30M Esports Global Fund>

Dave: I'd love to talk to people about what we're doing and how we're different, but also how
we're complementary to VCs and other funds out there. You know, we're not here to, to take the
space, we're here to support the sector. So, you know, collaboration is a big part of what we
want to do with the right funds, absolutely.

Marcus:Yeah, that's excellent, I think you really have a strategic advantage here for the US. I'm
generally critical of the US innovation ecosystem here, because I know what Silicon Valley and
the US used to represent as a whole. And unfortunately, the last 10 years or so they've gotten
away from that. So when you look at things like FinTech, which I know you have some
experience, and I want to ask you about that later. And in gaming, there's a lot less happening
here in the US market there and there is globally. And so as more people are starting to
understand what this means and finally see the large your picture, I think the first funds that get
into this space and make themselves known and have the credibility that you have, can very
easily start to get funds for investments with people like Andreessen Horowitz, and all the major
players here in the US market.



Dave: Yeah, yeah. No, it's interesting, I see a lot of likenesses between, you know, the whole
kind of FinTech space, and some of the, well let's call it “Gold Rush” mentality that happened by
some of the large investor families and, and institutions. And the kind of not it wasn't boom and
bust. But it kind of, you know, some of the valuations and some of the things that happened, I
see some likenesses and there's probably some lessons in here for, for the sector, to ensure
that we don't end up in, you know, a situation where everybody jumps on very quickly and says
“You know, I don't really care where I get in, I just want to get in”, and then suddenly realized
that, you know, the, they've overpaid. And I'm they’ve forgotten the standard principles of
investment, you know, there's panic, and people then start pulling out, and then the sector
suffers. You know, because VCs start fire-selling shares and entities, and everything gets a bit
strange. So, you know, I think there's a big lesson to learn now, I saw that kind of play out a little
bit in FinTech in some of the early stages. Now, it's a lot more sophisticated, but there was a
period of time where some companies were getting valuations that were just crazy, you know,
just crazy. So yeah.

Marcus: I agree with you there 100%, and it's interesting that you started in blockchain and then
moved into this gaming space, because I did almost the reverse. I grew up playing video games
on me I had my Super Mario Brothers three and he is cartridge in my sports coat I keep it as
part of my pitch. And I always tell people that I've grown up with digital items and currency so
when I first actually heard of Bitcoin - I heard about Bitcoin before blockchain - when I heard
about Bitcoin, I ignored it because it was just another digital currency to me. And then about
three years ago, I made the connection that Bitcoin is actually powered by blockchain, just like,
you know, AOL is powered by the internet. It's an application it's a first commercial use. And
once once I understood - I bought my first half of Bitcoin in 2014, long story short, it was on a
Russian server and I lost all the money to management fees, maintenance fees either so I didn't
do anything else with it on the crypto investing side - but once I understood the technological
revolutionary potential blockchain, I was 100% all-in. So talk to me a little bit about your journey
first with blockchain and then how you segue from there into gaming.

Dave: Yeah, okay. So that Yeah, let me let me probably start with I have a similar story to you. I
am 41 years of age born ‘78. I started playing video games in about 86. So I come from an era
of Spectrum, Commodore 64, Atari, Amiga, then NES as we know it. And SNES, Mega Drive,
Master System, and then Mega Drive. I've had, you know, many, many consoles, I still played, I
play, predominantly no console games, I have an Xbox. So I'm still an avid gamer. And, you
know, quite interestingly, in the UK, back then, strangely, if you got to a certain age, and you're
pretty good at sport - and I was good. I played soccer, I was a good football player - you kind of
gave up video games and you played sports. I carried on doing both: I ran competitively, I did
martial arts, and I did sports, but I play video games a lot. And I always liked them. And I still do
now. In fact, 25 minutes ago, I just finished a FIFA match with a couple of friends of mine. And I
will go back to FIFA after we've had this conversation because it's just, it's just where I am. But
then, but you know, so I've always play video games I've always liked. I've always enjoyed the
community feel I found my way into online video games at roundabout Call of Duty Modern



Warfare - so COD4 in 2007 - and suddenly realized it opened up a whole new world of very
many things. You know, community spirit, but obviously you know, you start to see the
commercialization of not just games, but communities starting to come through. So that that was
kind of kind of taken away in the back of my brain. And I'd already watched some CS:GO stuff
before. And I'd seen a bit of all that kind of, you know, that the kind of the marketplace point, but
I never really kind of took a deep dive into what was going on. But I come from two
backgrounds, really. One is being a government advisor. So I spent a lot of my life around
education and skills, advising government officials, ministers, through the companies that I've
worked for both UK and internationally about skills development, and skills requirements. And
that led me just into general into an international scene where I spent some time in China. I saw
a bit of Esports scene out there in China. And at the same time, I was kind of segue - because
of the kind of skills part being in the finance sector - into a role with an organization called the
FinTech Circle. And what became apparent for me when I got into the FinTech world, a few
years ago, were two things really. One was the kind of considerable amount of organizations
that were springing up in the FinTech sector, because they had brilliant ideas. They often either
worked for financial institutions or the wider finance insurance sector, and had great ideas, but
was stifled by the jobs that they're in and then broke away and said “hey, look, I want to go and
do something different here, I kind of want to, I want to set my own company up”.  But they had
little experience and little support to get them over the line. And so that was the kind of first thing
I saw. And then the second thing I saw was the fact that we needed to create international links,
between not just FinTech companies, but businesses that those fin techs would represent
internationally. So, you know, how do UK companies get into China? How to UK companies get
into Africa? What do those markets look like? How do we add value to them? And equally, how
do we reciprocate that relationship and kind of turn the table, bringing FinTech from other
countries into our ecosystem? So they were the two bits of the FinTech world that intrigued me.
And the two major things I did on both of them: one was we set up explore what we call
accelerator, and you know them as incubator or accelerator hubs for the FinTech sector.
Something that I absolutely emplore the esports sector to be looking at, and to be looking at
seriously, is how do you create spaces for when the - beit indie games, games developers,
those that want to create tech solutions for the esports sector, or community based solutions for
the esports sector? How do we find places for them to be housed, to be supported, to be funded
to be guided by people within the sector to create great products that support the development
of the sector? And that's a win for the sector. But of course, for those that run those accelerator
hubs, either VC funds, be them University hubs or businesses, what they get is an instant
pipeline of great businesses that they might want to invest in and support and be part of it
through the kind of value chain. So there's a replication thing there between FinTech and
eSports. And then on the other side, for me was the kind of international bit so there's
something now established called FinTech bridges. And they are basically regulatory and
business to business bridges between governments, country to country. So the UK at the
moment, has six formal bridges, and they are alliances. There's one in Hong Kong, one in
China, they have two separate ones. There's one in Singapore, there's one in Australia, there's
a tentative one in the US, and one in Canada. What they do is they break down regulatory
barriers, they break down trade related barriers and create instant ins, country to country, for the



companies they represent. That includes trade events. That includes financial support, again,
and incubator accelerator opportunities. So you know that's my FinTech world. That's the bit that
I’ve particularly supported. And I still support to this day, although albeit now in an advisory
capacity rather than a director role, because I've got way too many things up. So sorry, a very
long winded answer, but hopefully just gives you a bit of a flavor.

Conclusion

Esports is exploding now, but if you look at the bigger picture, it’s just the tip of the iceberg of
the $140B video game industry. By understanding the popular genres and major companies
behind the global video game industry, you can gain insight on trends that are likely to influence
esports. The MOBA and FPS genres are the most popular in esports now, but we could expect
some major surprises from other genres like sports, especially as professional leagues look to
reinvent themselves for the next generation of esports fans. Tencent is the 500 lbs gorilla in the
room, and their portfolio of gaming companies isn’t not getting smaller anytime soon, but there
are several other gaming companies making waves in this space. Most importantly, the future of
esports is indie; given the supply of indie games and demand of what esports needs to go
mainstream, it’s only a matter of time.

Keywords

Keywords: Definitions:

<A> AAA <A> A large game development studio,
usually a publicly-traded company that
creates games with massive development
budgets. Nintendo and Electronic Arts are
examples of AAA studios.

<B>Indie Dev <B> A video game creator (developer, artist,
etc.) that works for an indie studio, or
otherwise creates video games as a hobby.

<C>Indie Game <C> A video game created by a formal indie
studio, or informally created by a group/team
of indie devs.

<D> Indie Studio <D> A small gaming company, that typically
produced more innovative and niche-focused
video games, but usually relies on publishers
for production, marketing, and distribution
support.



<E>Publisher <E> A medium-to-large sized gaming
company, which owns and/or finances the
production and distribution of indie games
from its portfolio of indie game studios; this
company may also produce its own games.

<F> Git Gud <F> A slang rendering of get good, refers to
getting better at a task or skill, used especially
among video gamers online.

<G> MOBA <G> The acronym for “Multiplayer Online
Battle Arena”, a popular esports game genre
in which a player controls a single character
in a team who compete versus another team of
players

<H> FPS <H> The acronym for “First Person Shooter”,
a popular esports game genre centered on gun
and other weapon-based combat in a
first-person perspective.

<I> TL;DR <I> A shorthand notation added by an editor
indicating that a passage appeared to be too
long to invest the time to digest.
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